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Death and digital media have intersected over the last two decades in interesting, sometimes confronting, and usually complicated ways. While digital media are widely understood to be increasingly shaping our daily lives, people are now discovering that these media also affect our death, and in particular, how we are commemorated and remembered. This signifies something of a new terrain for death practices and for digital and social media practices, as the two come together to allow novel commemorative practices to both flourish and be contested.

Our book focuses on this important meeting point of death and digital media. We provide a detailed account of these new forms of digital commemoration across a variety of media, discuss how the funeral industry is reacting to these developments, and consider how these emergent practices fit into a broader social, cultural, and religious history of memorialization and mourning. Taking this intersection as our point of departure provides a unique perspective on many important aspects of humanity’s contemporary situation. We are able consider the variety of ways people respond to death, how and why people use digital technologies at this particularly significant time, and how this use shapes our experience. We consider...
how technological innovation participates in reimagining the deceased and reimagining relations between the living and the deceased.

Of course, it is not just death and digital media that are interacting in this space. Long-standing practices continue to shape our responses to death and inform the role digital media play in commemoration and memorialisation. Institutions of considerable standing and history continue to play their part. Religious institutions in particular are considering what role digital media might play in their policies and rituals. To this we might add the spiritual and metaphysical beliefs of people who might not be a part of an institutionalised religion, but expect to see a reflection of spirituality in all responses to death, including the digital. Secular institutions also overlay a framework of legislation and regulation that governs many aspects of a response to death, and businesses that provide the products and services associated with death are subject to this framework. In the developed world death is at the centre of a very large industry sector, and the commercial imperatives and motivations of funeral homes and digital application providers play an important part in the dynamics of our changing responses to death, in turn energising innovation and entrepreneurship in death products and services. And while this book’s focus is an examination of digital technologies and practices of memorialisation and commemoration, we are mindful that this occurs against a backdrop of traditional practices, emotional responses, institutional positions, metaphysics and spirituality, legal and regulatory frameworks, and business and commercial interests, all of which contribute to these still comparatively nascent digital interventions in the experience of death.

Digital technologies

The proliferation of digital media across society in such a short and recent timeframe has been remarkable. The mobile phone, for example, has reached more people in a quicker time than any other technology in history, and its mobility, computational power, networked synchronicity, and user interfaces are embedding it in the daily life of billions.1 In a similar fashion, digital networks that were experimental curiosities fifty years ago are now indispensable, have gone on to transform numerous industries from finance to tourism, and are used by billions of people.2 Moreover, the progressive development of the World Wide Web and social media has affected interpersonal communication, altering how we socialise with one another (see Bayn, 2010). Similarly, the horizon of ubiquitous computing, augmented reality, and the Internet of Things promises to dramatically impact the experience of social life.

Considering these developments, it is not surprising that entrepreneurs and innovators have attempted to transform the very conservative death industry, a significant economic sector, worth an estimated US$10–20 billion per annum in the United States, AU$1 billion per annum in Australia, and £2 billion per annum in the UK, at the time of writing. These actors rightly identify the funeral industry as rich and relatively unexplored territory, but funeral directors and funeral homes are relatively resistant to new technologies, certainly in comparison to other service industries. In this context, much of the digital innovation in this industry has not been at the instigation of funeral homes, but is occurring as a consequence of developments in other areas of digital media innovation and use, or through the interventions of ordinary people who have suffered bereavement, or who are preparing for their own death.

Although the public at large does not use these terms, within the death industry, the services and products offered are referred to as ‘pre-need’ (prior to a particular death), ‘at-need’ (at the time of death), or ‘post-need’ (after the death), and in this introduction and the chapters that follow, we see how digital media act in all three stage-related categories.

To take one example, funeral companies are starting to seek expert advice on their use of digital and social media, and will use social media ‘pre-need’ to build their profile in the market place. At the retail level, funeral companies are local businesses (though the ownership structure is often global), and this use of social media positions the funeral company as part and parcel of the local community and in the consciousness of people who will inevitably become potential customers. Digital media are also widely used by the industry in response to the occurrence of a death, or the industry terms it, ‘at-need’. At this time, the bereaved will often use online sources to locate and research the services offered by funeral companies, and funeral companies need to have a strong web presence to capture these customers. At the time arrangements are made for the funeral, companies often use large flatscreen running custom-designed software applications to display and sell coffins, car hire, flowers, and other products. Alternatively, the bereaved may be visited at home, in which case tablets may be used. These companies have decided that digital media are a better form of product and service presentation than brochures or product display rooms. At the funeral, digital products and services are often a prominent, very commonly a relatively simple slideshow of projected images backed with music prepared by a friend or family member will feature in the service, but more sophisticated uses of digital media are also to be found. A professionally produced, high production-value biographical video may be shown, and retained in remembrance. Funerals are being live-streamed online to cater to increasingly dispersed groups of families and friends, and digital kiosks are being developed to allow mourners to ignore the condolence book and directly post to a commemorative social media page from the funeral.

‘Post-need’, after the death and after the funeral, is a time of mourning and a time for commemoration and memorialisation. Digital media are widely used following a death in ways that are sometimes a reflection of long-standing practices, and are sometimes radical departures from what has gone before. In this context, it is not uncommon for notifications of death to be received via social media, sometimes from the death bed, and sometimes months or years after the death. The use of websites to construct memorials to the dead is now commonplace and Facebook plays host to tens of millions of memorial sites for dead account holders. Virtual worlds and digital games like World of Warcraft also now play host to memorials and commemorative ceremonies, whilst several novel digital products, such as
memorial holograms and services that enable social media posts to be made in the name of the dead long after death, are emerging.

One way of understanding commemoration and memorialisation is as a set of practices that in different ways maintain social and material relations between the living and dead. The eulogy, for example, gives expression to the significance of a person’s life on behalf of those still living, and the headstone does not allow a person’s life on earth to pass unmarked. Digital memorials also maintain relations between the living and the dead, but in significantly different ways. Digital memorials on websites and social media sites often extend the social interactions between mourners indefinitely and certainly well beyond the funeral. This continues the commemoration of the dead and thus continues relations between the dead and the living, and shifts these relations from acts of private contemplation and intimate expression to public declarations.

Larger publics are also invited to share in the commemoration of the dead. In the case of popular social media sites, commemorative participants and witnesses could potentially number millions of people. These new technologies change what previously might have been thought of as the separate domains of death as an intimate experience, and the public expression of death. While communicating with the dead through a soliloquy delivered at the grave site implies a sense of intimacy, communicating with the dead through a post to a publicly accessible website implies the interpolation of witnessing and the construction of a public. This moves grief from the private realm to the public sphere. These acts also collectively provide a context for a new form of posthumous biography to be created. This biography unfolds over time rather than being fixed in the trilogy, is authored by many people – intimates, friends and strangers alike – and animates a dynamic and ongoing relation between the living and the dead.

Through these digital media, the dead maintain a presence in the lives of the living. The dead often remain our Facebook friends, as contacts on our phone, or as search results in Google. The dead also persist on digital memorials. Mourners will converse with one another but also with the dead in a way that gives the dead an ongoing and active social life in the media-scape of the living. Our understanding of the relationship between biological death and social death is challenged by media that enable the living to animate the dead through online conversation – or computational processes such as algorithms that directly animate the dead by automating the dead’s social media posts.

As well as challenging the link between biological death and social death as necessary and concurrent, the application of some of these digital technologies also challenges our understanding of the sacred and profane. Is it profane to send notification of a death to intimates via a Facebook status update? Is it necessary to convey the sad news in person, even though many of the deceased’s intimates may have used digital communications almost exclusively? Is it profane for the funeral altar to be draped with a football scarf rather than religious iconography; for the coffin to exit the catalaphase and enter the cremator to the strains of AC/DC’s ‘Highway to Hell’, for shitcats and memorials to breach the confines of the cemetery and to spring up on highways and suburban streets all over the world; for pre-recorded videos of long-dead relatives to be viewed on occasions such as a great-great-granddaughter’s twenty-first birthday; for funeral ceremonies to take place on beaches and in public parks and forests; for cremations (‘cremated remains’) to be turned into jewellery; for the body to be composed and used to fertilise plants; for crematoriums to capture residual heat from their furnaces to heat schools and swimming pools?

Digital technologies are part and parcel of this move away from the institutionally mandated and sometimes rigid protocols that have governed the funeral ceremony, the conduct of mourners and the final disposition of the body, towards what is often referred to as a ‘more personalised’ ceremony and form of body disposal. A response to death that purports to recognise the individuality of the deceased rather than the requirements of traditions or institutions, and purports to reflect the characteristics of the deceased’s life and their values, is a response that is authentic to some, but profane to those who take the view that hyper-individualised responses to death trivialise the event and lack the dignity and gravitas of tradition. Where the deceased led a life entwined with digital technologies one might expect these technologies to play a part in a response to their death, but like the football scarf, rock-song and compost, this part is likely to be contested.

Understanding digital commemoration

From the mid-90s, as the internet became increasingly popular, scholars from a variety of disciplines have studied how the dead have been commemorated and remembered through digital media. Early studies focused on private commemorative pages that started to appear on the pre-web internet, as well as on bulletin boards, news groups and chat rooms, which were also used by the bereaved to gather around the deceased and seek mutual support (de Vries and Rutherford, 2004; Roberts, 2004; Roberts and Vitalí, 2000; Veale, 2004). Carla Soña, for example, noted that the interconnected nature of the web supported ‘post-loss social death’ (2003). Carla Soña, for example, noted that the interconnected nature of the web supported post-loss social death (2003). Similar studies on this period appeared on the web and in newspapers, highlighting the importance of digital media for the bereaved, who found it such a space to access and browse (de Vries and Rutherford, 2004). The sites also functioned as a ‘returning’ space, allowing a continual ‘point of contact between the bereaved and the afterlife’ (Socolovsky, 2004: 474). These studies identified new forms of memory and commemoration that were emerging, and indeed, some of these practices are still in evidence today (see Marwick and Ellison, 2012).

The emergence of social networking in the early to mid-2000s only intensified these engagements as it provided a new communal space for intimacy between friends and family (Hutchings, 2012; Walter, Houser, Moneur, and Pitfalls, 2012).
2011). This online intimacy did not stop once an individual had died, with scholars finding that the bereaved expressed feelings of loss on numerous social networking sites (Arken, 2009; Brunbaker and Vertesi, 2010; Carroll and Landry, 2010; Kasket, 2012). Myspace and Facebook pages were turned into a space for public mourning and, in a similar fashion to memorial webpages, the bereaved often returned to post to profiles of the deceased year after year, as well as update the deceased about their own life events, such as the birth of a baby or a wedding (Brunbaker and Hayes, 2011). People were looking to maintain some sort of connection with the dead and, as Jed Brunbaker and Janet Vertesi note, 'the dead [were] assumed to still be active “in heaven” and continuing to amuse experiences' (2010, 3). These memorials were also regularly accessed by strangers who noted through comments on pages that they either had also lost a friend, they did not know the deceased but were saddened by the loss, or they distinctly knew the deceased (DeGroot, 2014, 79).

These studies reveal some of the most interesting things that have been found around these emergent practices of online memorialisation: the bereaved seek to maintain ties with the dead. While this phenomenon of establishing ‘continuing bonds’ is not new (Moss, 2004) (consider, for example, individuals who return to a loved one’s grave site year after year, what is novel about these online memorials and social media profiles is the ease with which these bonds can seemingly be maintained, and the new forms of commemoration and engagement that emerge through this process. Social media profiles have also been shown to be tightly linked to the identity of the deceased, and thus the decision to remove a profile can be a particularly fraught act. Within this broader literature around death and digital media, a subset of scholars has specifically attended to the ontological issues around these active posthumous lives online, with many arguing that while numerous people are biologically dead they are very much socially alive and somewhat ‘present’ online (Kasket, 2012; Meese et al., 2015; Stokes, 2012).

The above body of work has provided important insights around the commemoration of the deceased online, outlining some of the common practices individuals are undertaking as well as the ongoing issues in the area. However, there has not yet been a comprehensive survey of how these interactions between death and digital media have progressed over time, or indeed an overarching study of how these emergent practices should be understood in relation to wider cultural and social changes around commemoration and memorialisation. This book is an attempt to do so, providing the first substantial review of death and digital media. In addition to this, the monograph also details a range of newly emerging commemorative practices in digital games, through the application of data-mining and artificial intelligence, and on social media. Finally, the book offers an in-depth account of how the funeral industries in the US, the UK, and Australia are responding to the challenges and opportunities digital media offer. With much of the current literature around death and digital media ignoring these commercial elements of death (Sanders, 2012 is a notable exception), this book offers an important account of how commercial practices work in tandem with emergent social practices to shape the commemorative digital landscape.

We position the aforementioned literature and our own research in relation to the wider body of work situated in death studies. In the next chapter, we discuss this field in more detail, but it is worth noting at the outset the broader trends emanating from this area. Scholars of death and commemoration have observed that there has been a shift away from mourning, with commemoration increasingly functioning as a celebration of a life lived (Sanders, 2009), and religion now plays a diminishing (but not entirely absent) role in this process (Walser, 2011). The growing tendency of public mourning (Brennan, 2008) and the production and maintenance of vernacular memorials (Flaherty and Dunn, 1998) has also been described. These social and cultural developments provide a broader context for this monograph and directly inform our examination and interpretation of commemoration online.

Key themes

Several key themes have emerged as we have examined the relationship between death and digital media. Taken together these themes constitute what might be thought of as the strands of interconnection that bring death and digital media together and enable them to lock into one another: the themes are personhood, relationality, materiality, and temporality.

Important among these are notions of just what it is to be a person, and the ways in which digital media are challenging and reshaping concepts of personhood. To be a person is not a matter of unproblematic biological fact. Indeed, persons are social, cultural, and legal constructions rather than just biological entities. In many places and at many times not all humans have been accorded the status of persons, and not all persons are biological humans. For example, it is clear from the beginning of the etymology of the Latin persona that personhood did not refer to a singular, biological human being, delineated by the body. Roman law allowed some humans to possess multiple personas (citizen, landowner, father), whereas other humans (slaves, non-Roman) were not accorded the status of personhood at all. Interwoven with the ontological status of personhood is the agency of being afforded that status or denied that status. Persons have agency that non-persons do not have, and so in the United States, for example, the Supreme Court has afforded corporations the status of persons in regard to free speech, whereas prisoners, though biological humans, are not persons in this regard, and so may not, for example, have social media accounts. Important in the agency expressed by persons is the performance of social interaction. Persons have social standing, and may interact with other persons even in the absence of a living biological human. Anthropological research, for example, illustrates many instances of situations in which dead persons continue to interact meaningfully with living persons and continue to play a part in the lives of their living intimates and their community. In this context, where personhood and a living individual human are not isomorphic contexts, we discuss the implications of digital media. As we explore, avatars are capable of maintaining persons at a distance from an individual human and can act in digital worlds with humans
and non-human in ways that have significant social import. We describe numerous software applications and digital environments which were designed with the ambition of extending the personhood of individual clients well beyond the death of the person. The person may be dead in a biological sense, but the social life of the person continues via pre-recorded social media interventions, and in some cases, via social media interactions authored by AI technologies. We suggest that the technology imaginary of these projects redraws the boundary between the living and the dead in ways that aim to become increasingly indistinguishable, and at particular points even inconsequential — although, as we explore, these ambitions are often unrealised, or only partially so, and in a number of ways are not unproblematic. If the person of the dead can still act in the world through the same forms of technical mediation that maintain the social life of the living, how can that entity be thought of within frames and understandings of ‘person’?

A second theme important to our analysis is the relationality of responses to death, technologies, persons, publics, cultures, laws, social practices and norms, and all of the other actors that come together around death and digital media. None of these actors are privileged as driving change, or essentialised in a way that determines their effect, but rather, change and effect emerge in response to the interactions of all actors. So we do not argue that digital media by its nature shapes the experience of death in any particular way, or that changed social norms are driving technological innovation. Tying out the intricate threads that connect the actors in a mutually shaping relationship offers a more interesting and productive approach than attempting to arrange them in a hierarchy of cause and effect. An example of this approach is the use of the ‘affordances’ concept — a term perhaps not familiar to some readers. In brief, the affordances of a given technology refer to the manner in which the technology acts, contingent upon context. A mobile phone, for example, may act as a baby monitor, depending upon where it is placed, if a baby is present, if the phone-plan enables unlimited connection, if the phone battery will last through the night, and so on. This affordance is relational to all of these things, and is not the same as the decontextualised technical functions of the phone, such as the ability to send text, capture images, send and receive the spoken word, and so on. A closely related concept is the notion of ‘mediation’. Mediation is a concept developed in science and technology studies and is used in this book to signify a form of relation in which the mediator reshapes those entities with which it is in relation, while at the same time reshaping itself. So, in examples to follow throughout the book, technologies such as newspapers, television, smartphone-apps, social media, and commercial funeral services are not simply expressing our experience of death in a faithful way, but through their affordances, are actively shaping our experience of death, while at the same time, our experience of death is shaping what these technologies are, what they do, and what they mean to us.

Third, we take a material approach to our analysis of death and digital media. Death certainly has its ephemeral or abstract elements, most clearly manifest in the emotions associated with death and with the spiritual or metaphysical interpretations of death and responses to it. However, death is also an irreducibly physical, material phenomena, involving a dead body; the final disposition and decomposition; and among the living, material memorials, legacy artefacts, embodied commemorations, and face to face encounters. The materiality of death and the important immateriality of death come together in commemorations such as the committed, and in memorials such as one sees by the roadside, or on a website. Digital media of all kinds are similarly constituted of immaterial elements — symbols, semiotics, iconography, aesthetics, and meaning, for example, all taking form through what Hayes (1999) called the ‘flickering signifier’. But these media are also importantly material, with affordances that depend in part on glass, silicone, plastic, and ultimately the laws of physics and chemistry. Our analysis is concerned with meaning and with aesthetics, but is also concerned with bodies and semi-conductors.

The final element that joins personhood, relationality, and materiality in our analysis, is the temporal element. Temporality plays a central role in our understanding of death and our responses to it and in the relations between actors at the intersection of death and digital technologies. The memorialisation of a dead person is a pivotal point in time, oriented to the past — to the story of the life that has been led, to the biography of the deceased, and to the history of her times, but it is simultaneously an orientation to the future — to the legacy of the deceased, to the mark made in the lives of those still living, and to a future in the absence of the deceased. Digital media participate in this pivotal role, looking backwards and looking forwards, but do so in a way that in some respects differs from their non-digital alternatives. Social media memorials, for example, are temporally oriented to a multi-authored cascading presentation in which a biography may unfold over years, and is in a sense never complete. Mourning is also extended in a publicly declared way, and is similarly unfinished. To the extent that digital media effect a constant present, the death and its memorialisation becomes something other than a pivotal point leading to a past and to a future.

Mapping the field

Responses to death across the globe are spectacularly diverse. Body disposal techniques include fermentation, sky-burials, composting, burning, and embalming. Funerary practices range from no ceremony at all through to large-scale, month-long public festivals. Bereavement practices are diverse and include the use of professional mourners, the meaning of special clothes, and the foregrounding of particular foods. The use of digital technologies is also diverse, and many factors such as differences in lifestyles, differences in commonly used applications, availability of infrastructure, technology marketing and pricing, social motivations for communication and so forth, create different socio-technical landscapes across the globe.

To deal with even a cross-section of global death practices and digital technologies would be an encyclopedic project, and so this book responds to this diversity by focusing on the particular cultural and technical milieu of the United Kingdom, Australia, and the United States. These milieus are very familiar to us,
will be very familiar to many of our readers, have been available to us for extensive empirical research, are the source of most of the digital applications we discuss, and are the primary markers for most of the death related digital technologies we examine.

Death itself is also experienced in diverse ways and a key factor in responses to death, digital or not, is the nature of the death itself. That is, a ‘good death’, occurring as a consequence of natural causes at an appropriate time – that is, in old age – is quite different to a violent death, a young death, the death of a celebrity, a death that is unexpected, or that occurs as a consequence of catastrophe. These latter forms of death are much more inclined to draw a broader media response, a public response, and sometimes a political response, and in digital terms are much more likely to ‘go viral’ than a ‘good death’. In this book our examples are in the main drawn from ‘good deaths’ that intersect with digital technologies, though some examples of deaths that have occurred in spectacular circumstances are too prominent to be avoided. In this sense we have not focused on sensational examples of death and digital technologies, and though some readers may well argue that some digital innovations are bizarre, we have been more interested in tracking what is emerging as accepted practice, or may plausibly be argued to become accepted practice in the medium to long term.

An interdisciplinary approach

There is often confusion about approaches to research and scholarship that are identified as disciplinary, multidisciplinary, transdisciplinary, or interdisciplinary, and as this book is avowedly interdisciplinary, a word of explanation is warranted. Disciplinary approaches benefit from the evolution of research and scholarship that has taken place over many hundreds of years, an evolution that has been marked by ever increasing specialisation of fields of inquiry, methods, and techniques. So, for example, what was once ‘Natural Philosophy’, a field of inquiry that included all of nature and the universe, and used a common collection of broadly applicable methods such as empirical observation and induction, formal logic and deduction across this entire field, has now bifurcated into dozens and dozens of disciplines (chemistry, physics, biology, cosmology, geology, and so forth), which have in turn bifurcated into still more specialised disciplines such as organic chemistry, solid-state chemistry, industrial chemistry and so on, each with their own particular fields of inquiry, their own particular methods, and their own specialised techniques. In the content of this book, a disciplinary approach might have used the fields, methods, and techniques developed specifically in cultural or material anthropology, or media studies, or science and technology studies, or studies of human computer interaction. An anthropological approach might focus closely on sense-making among those with experience in death and digital media, and might use techniques such as extensive periods of participant observation. A media studies approach might focus closely on the format or semiotics of the media content of memorial sites, using techniques such as content or discourse analysis. A book using approaches derived from science and technology studies might be particularly concerned with the networks of technologies and people that come together through death and digital media, and might use conceptual tools aimed at analysing the symmetrical manner in which the technologies shape the experience of death, and the way in which experience of death shapes the technologies. On the other hand, if the book was firmly positioned in the human computer interaction discipline, the focus might be on the design and the performance of the software applications associated with death, using methods to explore why, the scenario of use envisaged by the designers, and the user experience of the technologies. Each of these approaches may well have produced valuable findings and a useful book, particularly for those working within the relevant scholarly field, but such a focused approach is not what informs the present volume.

An alternative is to approach death and digital media from a multidisciplinary perspective. A straight-forward way of achieving this would be to select one or more examples of death and digital media, then devote each chapter of the book to an analysis of the examples, each taking a particular disciplinary perspective, and each maintaining its points of difference from the other. There is certainly value in an examination of a given phenomenon from multiple perspectives, but once again, that is not the approach we have adopted.

Instead, we take an interdisciplinary approach. This approach does draw upon the multiple disciplinary backgrounds of the group of authors, but rather than maintaining our disciplinary differences, seeks to problematise the boundaries between our disciplines, to cross those boundaries, and to create disciplinary hybrids with an analytic and descriptive power not available to any specific discipline. The overarching aim here is to speak with one voice rather than multiple voices, where that one voice has synthesised the mutually shaping interplay of our respective background disciplines. Anthropology, science and technology studies, media studies and human computer interaction thus shed their purity as each of us incorporates different fields of inquiry, different methods, and different techniques. Accordingly, fieldwork has been conducted at multiple sites that would probably not be brought together were it not for the interdisciplinary approach. Launching from media studies we examine the content and publics of online platforms and memorial sites, but to do so, draw on the ethnographic techniques most closely associated with anthropology. Anthropological artefacts such as headstones or software applications are taken seriously but, influenced by science and technology studies, are not only taken to be inert indicators of human sensibilities, but are also taken to be active, that while not human, express agency in their own right. Human computer interaction allows us to look carefully at the interfaces and modes of participation invoked by software applications, but also to look closely at the myriad of actors that shape the experience beyond the user and the application.

And so, drawing from each discipline, some of our fieldwork has been conducted at funeral industry trade shows held annually between 2014–2016 in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia. At these trade shows we use methods derived from science and technology studies and human-computer interaction studies, such as semi-structured interviews with identified key informants and focus
group forums. But we also adopt methods more closely associated with anthropology, and we simply 'lurk around' with funeral directors, with entrepreneurs that have developed applications and products, with the staff that work the remembrances at crematoriums, and with funeral celebrants, casually observing their daily routines and engaging in informal conversation. Our fieldwork has also been conducted in online memorial sites, at in-game memorials and commemorations, and has used computational data collection methods related to commemoration practices within mobile social media applications. Here, hybridizing fieldwork and modes of analysis from all disciplines, we in part perform a content analysis of the text, imagery, and functionality of the sites, and we examine the user interface, and we extrapolate to the affordances of the technology, and we link these examples of technologies to other technologies and other media, and we interrogate the metaphysical and spiritual underpinnings of the technologies, and we trace the sites back through historical memorial antecedents, and we map the web of relations between the people using the site and between the people and the technologies, all of which provides for a rich and mixed evidence-base.

Important to achieving the hybridity of interdisciplinarity while at the same time presenting a coherent account in a single voice, has been the simple process of argument; arguing dialogically, and arguing through successive rounds of redrafting the manuscript. We authors have argued long and hard about which sites to visit to conduct fieldwork, which methods to use to capture evidence, which epistemological principles to use to interpret that evidence, which examples to use to illustrate the interpretations we draw, which conclusions to draw from these interpretations, and which words to use from which discourses to express our account and our conclusions. The purpose of this argument has not been to reach a consensus through compromise, but to persuade one another of the value of the position each of us begins from, and in the process, shifting that position from its disciplinary origins. To put it more simply, achieving interdisciplinarity is not limited to shaping and reshaping the words that go on the page, but extends to shaping and reshaping the application of our own disciplines and our understanding of other disciplines.

Overview of chapters

Our book examines a range of contemporary and historical sites, which allows us to capture the different ways that death and digital media are interacting today but also to place these interactions in a meaningful historical and cultural context. In a similar fashion, our key themes of personhood, materiality, temporality, and rationality have not just emerged out of our current research but are also being developed in reference to the emerging body of scholarship focused on online commemoration, and the extensive scholarly studies of death and commemoration more generally. Therefore, in the chapters that follow, we report on our findings about how death and the digital are constituted on social media, websites, in online games, and in the funeral industry proper, but we also offer a detailed critical overview of the current state of scholarship in this area.

We begin with Chapter Two, which uses the phenomenon of nineteenth century spirit mediums to introduce the history of a relationship between death and media, and then goes on to analyse the mediation of death more broadly through attending to the development of a specialised 'death industry'. We contextualise the recent popular narratives around the awkward interactions between death and social media by slowing how new technologies have always carried spiritual resonances, using a variety of examples, from the telegraph to funeral pornography to make our case. This overview also provides a contemporaneous socio-cultural history of commemoration through which we explore the shift from institutional to vernacular methods of commemoration, the gradual commercialisation of the death ritual through the growth of the funeral industry, and the phenomenon of public mourning.

We first engage with digital media in Chapter Three, where we examine the emergence of online commemoration. This chapter analyses how people used the World Wide Web from the mid-1990s onwards to remember the dead, and draws out the features of these websites by comparing websites with gravestones and headstones. Through this comparative reflection we see the bereaved move from the brief biographical statements found on gravestone markers to intersubjective and emotionally charged statements on online memorials, a process that directly impacts on the personhood of the dead. We also see how the materiality of these different technologies (from stone to computing) directly shapes the commemorative possibilities available to the bereaved and indeed changes the scope of the potential commemorative act. This chapter begins the process of exploring the public nature of online commemoration and explores how a global audience interacts with these commemorative sites. However, this chapter also attends to the continuities between these two technological artefacts and so we also show how people were reappropriating funerary traditions and rituals very early on in the life of the web.

Chapter Four continues and extends these conversations by examining one of the most notable issues surrounding the topic of digital media and death; the interactions between social media, the deceased, and the bereaved. This chapter begins by exploring the phenomenon of people dying public and networked deaths using case studies of two deaths that were deeply intertwined with social media platforms; the death of Anna Schwidersky who was famously memorialised on MySpace, and the death of Arne Segerström Shavershian, who was commemorated on a variety of social media platforms. Through these studies we see how these networked forms of commemoration raise important questions about how the memory and legacy of the deceased is established and indeed 'policed' following death, which in turn hinges on important issues about an 'authentic' biography and the construction of the digital identity of the dead. This leads us to a discussion of concerns that have emerged in this area, such as the phenomenon of RIP trolling (where a public commemorative space is defaced); how social media platforms, and in particular Facebook, manage the digital legacies of the deceased; and how social and mobile media is incorporated into formal ritualised spaces like funerals.

In Chapter Five we focus on digital games and virtual worlds and show that this profitable and popular cultural industry has played an important role in extending
commemoration practices through digital media. The chapter outlines a significant number of commemorative practices that have been undertaken in these spaces: fans of particular video games are commemorated in the game as a new character, players of online games create their own memorials for the departed, and many even hold services for deceased players in the game world. Once again we see a reinterpretation of familiar funeral traditions as well as clear evidence of players forming communities and engaging in the sort of ritualistic behaviours around death that define a community. However, interestingly, these behaviours also present a real challenge to existing routines and habits in games and can subvert or even derail existing understandings of how a game should operate. How, for example, should players react in an online game organised around violent combat between clans, when a funeral service occurs mid-game?

Chapter Six examines the funeral industry and outlines how customers and businesses are incorporating digital media in a variety of different ways, drawing on extensive ethnographic and interview data sourced from funeral industry conferences in the US, Australia, and the UK. We see how start-up companies are finding it hard to enter a conservative market where funeral directors retain a significant amount of power when it comes to selecting what services are offered to customers. However, customers are also driving innovative practices by asking for digital media to be incorporated in their funeral rituals and adjacent commemorative practices. Through a discussion of the various stages of funeral planning - pre-need, at-need, and post-need - we see how death and digital media goes beyond the terrain of social media to incorporate a wide range of technology from 3D printed urns to novel forms of disposal, which numerous industry players see as being the key future site of innovation.

Finally, Chapter Seven looks ahead to the future via emerging technologies that are pushing the boundaries of commemoration. We consider start-up companies that aim to produce a life-like avatar of deceased friends and family members, the use of augmented reality to overlay information on gravestones, in-coffin sound systems that can be updated through Spotify, and companies that aim to facilitate sending messages from beyond the grave. These examples tell a compelling story of innovation around death and digital media, but also more aptly, about what innovators think commemoration does (or should do). Each invention tells us something interesting about what could be kept or remembered, and in many cases raises interesting ethical questions around what should be kept and the level of interaction we want to maintain with the dead. These innovations are not just simply narratives of technological advancement but also significant interventions in our existing understandings of our key themes: personhood, materiality, temporality, and relationality. We will see how these analytical themes are woven through all the chapters in this book. They will help us understand how the past informs present ideas about what it is to die and how relations are managed around death through a range of ever-changing media and materials. We will arrive at a future facing points where such changes – from simple elaborations on current practices to fanciful and quite radical physical and digital innovations around death – keep us...
Death and Digital Media provides a critical overview of how people mourn, commemorate, and interact with the dead through digital media. It maps the historical and shifting landscape of digital death, considering a wide range of social, commercial, and institutional responses to technological innovations. The authors examine multiple digital platforms and offer a series of case studies from North America, Europe, and Australia. The book delivers fresh insight and analysis from an interdisciplinary perspective, drawing on anthropology, sociology, science and technology studies, human-computer interaction, and media studies. It is key reading for students and scholars in these disciplines, as well as for professionals working in bereavement support capacities.
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